Three Determined Students

Laura Bridgman, Anne Sullivan, and Helen Keller were all determined to get an education. You can learn more about them and their time at Perkins at the links below. If you have more questions, email the Hayes Library staff at hayeslibrary@perkins.org and we’re delighted to help!

Laura Bridgman:

- Biography of Laura from the Perkins Museum website
- Collection of photographs, textiles and other writings (described or transcribed)

Anne Sullivan:

- Biography of Anne Sullivan from the Perkins Museum website
- Collection of Anne Sullivan photographs (described)

Helen Keller:

- Biography of Helen Keller from the Perkins Museum website
- Collection of Helen Keller photographs (described)
- Writing Systems for the Blind used by Helen Keller (photographs, described)
- Helen Keller timeline
- The American Foundation for the Blind’s Helen Keller Digital Archives

We also have additional collections about Anne Sullivan and Helen Keller such as the correspondence between Michael Anagnos, Anne Sullivan, and the Kellers (transcribed).

Want to learn more?

The Perkins Archives blog and Instagram highlight many stories from Perkins history.

Hayes Research Library: hayeslibrary@perkins.org